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Recently there has been massive growth in the use of tags as a simple, flexible
way to categorize resources. Tags are often used collaboratively to help share
information using website; such as del.icio.us. However, the number of tags
used in such a service is extremely large, so the unstructured nature of tags
limits their value when navigating these websites, and prevents users from fully
exploiting tags added by others. Clustering similar tags can improve this by
adding structure. In this paper we discuss techniques for deriving tag similarity 
and explain two tag clustering algorithms. We applied the algorithms to two
datasets containing tags provided by users with common interests. The first
dataset is from a tagging service used by a small group of colleagues and the 
second is a public, web-based service. The paper examines the effectiveness of
both clustering algorithms and their robustness to the different types of data,
giving suggestions of possible ways to improve the algorithms. 
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Clustering Tags in Enterprise and Web Folksonomies

Edwin Simpsonedwin.simpson�hp.omHP Labs, Filton Road, Stoke Gi�ord, Bristol, UK
AbstractReently there has been massive growth in the use of tagsas a simple, �exible way to ategorize resoures. Tagsare often used ollaboratively to help share informationusing websites suh as del.iio.us [1℄. However, the num-ber of tags used in suh a servie is extremely large, sothe unstrutured nature of tags limits their value whennavigating these websites, and prevents users from fullyexploiting tags added by others. Clustering similar tagsan improve this by adding struture. In this paper wedisuss tehniques for deriving tag similarity and explaintwo tag lustering algorithms. We applied the algorithmsto two datasets ontaining tags provided by users withommon interests. The �rst dataset is from a taggingservie used by a small group of olleagues and the se-ond is a publi, web-based servie. The paper examinesthe e�etiveness of both lustering algorithms and theirrobustness to the di�erent types of data, giving sugges-tions of possible ways to improve the algorithms.
Keywordstopi reognition, soial media tools, navigation, rele-vane of blogs, tagging, folksonomy, lustering, similarity,betweenness, graph, oourrene
Introduction and MotivationTags are simple, ad-ho labels that are assigned by usersto desribe or annotate any kind of resoure. They areommonly used to organize weblogs, bookmarks, pituresand researh papers [2℄. As users an assign any tag toan item, tags are extremely easy to add [12℄ and apturea user's personal view of resoures they are interested in.This important advantage of tagging systems (also knownas folksonomies) also auses problems when tags be-ome numerous, or when we wish to utilize the tags pro-vided by other users. These fators may be limiting theadoption of tagging for other domains suh as orporateintranets. As well as voabulary di�erenes (e.g. use ofdi�erent synonyms) and use of tags with personal mean-ing only, the number of tags used by a single user anbeome overwhelming when presented in a �at list. How-ever, researh suggests that there are many underlying,

emergent strutures in folksonomies [10, 5℄ that an helpgroup similar tags from multiple users. Tags relating toa ommon topi are often used together, providing a sim-ple estimate of tag similarity whih an be used to �ndgroups of similar tags relating to a single topi.In this paper we explain di�erent tag similarity mea-sures and apply two lustering algorithms to tag datafrom two di�erent types of folksonomy. Of these lus-tering algorithms, the seond is a betweenness entralitydivisive lustering algorithm often used in Soial NetworkAnalysis [11℄. Here we test its appliability to lusteringfolksonomies. Both datasets were obtained from book-marking servies used to reord, share and tag URLs,where users share a ommon interest. The aim was todemonstrate lustering tags relating to a ommon inter-est rather than to a set of unrelated and very distinttopis. We also onsider the di�erenes between luster-ing data from a publi, web environment and data froma group of olleagues.The ontributions of this paper are the appliation ofthe two algorithms to the two datasets. We show thatboth algorithms produe e�etive lusterings for the �rstdataset. However, both algorithms produe some overlylarge lusters for the seond dataset due to the preve-lane of more densely inter-related tags. We show thatpre-�ltering of unpopular tags from the seond datasetimproved lustering performane for the �rst algorithmbut not for the betweenness entrality algorithm.
Tag Co-occurrence GraphsTo �nd similarities between tags we require a way of re-lating tags and measuring the strength of their relation-ships. Tags whih are similar may be synonyms, relatedonepts and ommon topis. A onvenient representa-tion of tag relationships is a graph, with tags representedby nodes and edges drawn between those with strong re-lationships. Several methods are outlined below for de-termining the strength of tag relationships.
Lexical Similarity[5℄ suggest using an external thesaurus or semanti lexi-on suh as Wordnet to obtain the relationship data be-tween terms used as tags. This su�ers when new oneptsand words are used, or when spell-heking on misspelledtags fails. The tag relationships are also less likely tore�et the way that tags are used by a partiular groupof users, as the meaning and assoiation between tags is



likely to vary between users interested in di�erent topis.For example, the tag �luster� has two spei� meaningsin Computer Siene, whih are both di�erent to generalEnglish.
Document-term SimilarityThe similarity between tags is alulated from the textualsimilarity of douments they annotate. A term-frequenyvetor is reated for eah tag, and osine similarity is usedto ompare pairs of tags [6℄.
Vector-space Similarity using Tagged Items as FeaturesA vetor an be reated ontaining the frequenies withwhih a tag was used with eah item in the system. Co-sine similarity an then be used over these vetors. Thismeasure produes intuitive results beause more generaltags have a low similarity to more spei�, related tags,and more spei� tags have a high similarity to other,losely related spei� tags. Methods that use the on-tents of text douments to derive tag relationships alsorely on the aessibility and interpretability of the on-tent. This is not always possible as tagged items may bephotographs or videos, whih are di�ult to luster, orrequire too muh proessing power.
Co-occurrence SimilarityThe number of o-ourrenes between two tags (uses ofthe tags on the same item). A high o-ourrene valuesuggests a strong similarity between tags.In our experiments we lustered tags using o-ourrenesextrated from the folksonomy, but there are other souresof data that enable the �nding of related onepts froma given tag. [3℄ demonstrate the use of o-ourrenesimilarity by applying graph �ltering ombined with aspetral lustering algorithm to luster tags. Tag o-ourrene was also used by [9℄ to �lter tags in a userpro�le to produe a set of interest lusters. In our pa-per we have examined how to estimate the level of graph�ltering automatially, using an iterative divisive luster-ing algorithm. We have also examined another divisivelustering algorithm, using betweenness entrality to de-termine luster boundaries. This method was used by [11℄with soial networks to luster ators into ommunities ofpratie.Extremely popular tags are used many times with manyother tags, so their o-ourrene values would suggesthigh similarity to many other tags. To remove this bias,we trial proposals from [3℄ to the Jaard index, whihnormalizes the raw o-ourrene value relative to thepopularity of two tags. The Jaard index is |AandB|/|AorB|,where A is the set of douments tagged with tag a, andB the set of douments tagged with b. We will all thisnormalized measure normalized o-ourrene, orNCO. Other alternative normalizations, suh as osinesimilarity have also been suggested, but were not om-pared here.Further researh would be needed for a full omparisonof similarity measures for tag lustering. We hose touse Jaard indies with a o-ourrene matrix as thismethod does not require the use of doument ontentsand is an intuitive measure of similarity.

Related WorkAn alternative way of partitioning information is to lus-ter the ontents of tagged douments. Tags may then beplaed in multiple lusters depending on the doumentsthey are assoiated with. For example, in [7℄, lustering isperformed using the ontents of douments, and tags areused only to measure the quality of the lusters produed.However, this does not expose latent tag struture to im-prove the way that tags are used for navigation. Usingthis model, tags may fall into multiple lusters, but do-uments appear stritly in one luster. Our aim is to allowusers to reah douments that are assoiated with multi-ple topis or onepts by seleting the tags representingthe onepts they are urrently interested in.[5℄ have proposed methods for extrating ontologiesfrom folksonomies, exploiting various statistial relation-ships between tags.
DatasetTwo datasets were olleted from two di�erent types ofsoures: the �rst is an extremely popular soial book-marking servie, del.iio.us [1℄, and the seond is an in-ternal bookmarking servie, Labbies, used by a group ofaround twenty researhers at HPLabs. Both servies al-low users to reord the URL of a resoure, annotate itwith some tags and make this reord available to otherusers. However, the vastly di�erent ommunities and dif-fering features using eah servie a�et the way tags areapplied. A key primary di�erene is that the reator ofeah bookmark is reorded by del.iio.us, so the serviean be used to store personal bookmarks, whereas Lab-bies bookmarks are reated anonymously and always re-main publi. If users wish to amend tags in Labbies, theymay add tags or modify existing tags for a bookmark, re-gardless of who reated it. For these reasons it is harderto estimate how many users are now atively using theservie.Del.iio.us has approximately 3 million users [13℄ soontains extremely large amounts of data. We obtaineda subset of data by seleting users who share a ommoninterest, and olleting all bookmarks added within a 16week period. The ommon interest was de�ned as userswho have added the tag �dspae� during the 16 week pe-riod. Using a ommon interest allows us to test whetherlustering tehniques are e�etive on tags that are likelyto be strongly related. Rather than taking a sample fromaross all topis overed by del.iio.us, we take a samplethat is likely to ontain many inter-related topis, whihone may also wish to navigate through with the help ofluster analysis. As the boundaries between these top-is are expeted to be less lear, this dataset may alsobe more di�ult to partition than a dataset ontainingmany unrelated topis.Simple leanup operations were performed on the tags:tags were onverted to lower ase, white-spaes and hy-phens were replaed with undersores. Further leanupmay be desirable, suh as removing personal tags (e.g.�todo�), merging synonyms or deteting homonyms usinga ditionary. However, it is also of interest to see whethertag o-ourrene graphs and lustering may help detetthese types of tags without the need to use ditionaries



Dataset Labbies del.iio.usNumber of Users 15 136Number ofBookmarks 1935 95155Number of Tags 2092 8012BookmarkCreation Period 01/12/06 -21/11/07 01/08/07 -21/11/07Number ofCo-ourrenesbetween Tags 9526 61453Table 1: Dataset Statistisor pre-spei�ed tag �lters, whih require greater mainte-nane.The statistis of the seleted datasets are given in table1.
ClusteringThe lusters that appear in the o-ourrene graph ouldbe used in an interfae to indiate related tags or stru-ture a �at list of tags into lusters, possibly as a level ina hierarhy. Membership of the same luster ould alsobe used as to �nd related tags that are not diretly on-neted in a graph. This may be used for reommendinginteresting items, tags or people to users.To automatially �nd the set of lusters that best mathesthe tag o-ourrene graph, we use a divisive lusteringalgorithm. The graph is divided into separate sub-graphsby removing edges likely to fall between lusters. Thesub-graphs then beome lusters. We an selet edges toremove simply by seleting those with the lowest normal-ized o-ourrene, as we expet weaker o-ourrenesbetween tags with weaker relationships that should beplaed in di�erent lusters. We will refer to this algortihmas tag-o-ourrene divisive lustering. A simi-lar algorithm that reursively divided lusters by remov-ing edges with low (un-normalized) o-ourrene was tri-alled in [3℄.An alternative method of seleting edges to remove isto onsider the density of edges aross the graph. Insidea luster, the number of edges onneting nodes is high,whereas between lusters the edges are sparse. If we on-sider how nodes in one luster are onneted to a neigh-boring luster, we observe the shortest path between eahnode in one luster and eah node in the other. The pathmust inlude one of the few inter-luster edges. Withinthe luster, however, di�erent edges will form part of dif-ferent shortest paths, so an internal edge will not be partof a large number of shortest paths. Therefore, we anselet edges to remove that lie on the greatest numberof shortest paths between nodes. This value is known asBetweenness Centrality and is desribed in depthin [4℄. The advantage of this method is that it removesedges based on the entire graph struture, rather thanloal edge strengths only.The betweenness entrality lustering algorithman be improved by re-alulating the betweenness en-trality of edges after some have been removed. Whenwe alulate betweenness entrality, we only onsider the

shortest path between nodes, so an edge that lies on aslightly longer path ould have a low betweenness en-trality, even though it lies between lusters. This prob-lem is resolved by re-alulating betweenness entralityone the neighboring, slightly shorter path has been re-moved. Now, the path that was previously slightly longerbeomes the shortest, and gains a high betweenness en-trality sore.After removing some edges from the graph we thendetermine whether we have obtained the best (most intu-itive) lustering for the hosen algorithm. Modularity [11℄is the fration of edges onneting nodes in the same lus-ter minus the fration of edges that would onnet nodesin the same luster if the lusters were marked randomlyin the graph. Calulating the modularity of the originalgraph (with all edges replaed) for the urrent lusteringgives a numeri evaluation of the quality of the lustering.If the graph naturally divides into lusters, a high valueof modularity will be obtained. We an keep removingedges until none remain, taking the set of lusters withthe highest modularity as the �nal, most intuitive lus-tering.Unfortunately, the need for re-evaluation and the poorsalability of the betweenness entrality alulation maybeome impratial for large datasets. Betweenness en-trality requires that for eah edge in the graph, we mustalulate the shortest path between eah node and eahother node, whih requires O(en2) time, where e is thenumber of edges and n is the number of nodes. [4℄ de-sribes a more e�ient method for alulating between-ness entrality that requires O(ne + n2logn). In additionto using the more e�ient algorithm we use an approxi-mation of betweenness entrality: for eah edge, we takea subset of nodes whih are loal to the edge (i.e. shortestpath is less than a threshold) and so limit the expetedsize of n. However, if the graph beomes more denselyonneted, as is expeted for large datasets, the subset ofnodes used will inrease in size, so the algorithm's per-formane will still be worse than linear. The del.iio.usdataset we are using here is far more densely onnetedthan the Labbies dataset as it has approximately fourtimes as many tags, but 6.5 times as many edges. Weexpet the proessing task to be far more signi�ant forbetweenness entrality lustering with this dataset.
Graph VisualisationWe have reated visualizations of the tag o-ourrenegraphs and lusterings from our datasets, by representingtags as nodes and o-ourrene relationships as edges.The graphs are also been �ltered to removed weak rela-tionships, where NCO value is below the stated threshold,and to remove tags with a usage frequeny below a giventhreshold, giving a learer view of the graph. The nodesand edges in the visualizations were positioned using aSpring Layout [8℄. Nodes in the graph are iterativelyrepositioned loser together if they have a strong on-neting edge, and are pushed apart if unonneted. Theaim is to give a pleasing visualization that re�ets noderelationships using distane. This allows us to see theluster struture within the folksonomy, and whether itsupports the lusterings derived. The size of the nodesre�ets their popularity. In diagrams showing lustering



Dataset Algorithm Initial no.Clusters Final no.Clusters Largest Cluster(no. tags) Modularity NCOThresholdLabbies Tag-Co-ourrene Divisive 70 674 191 0.75 0.182Betweenness Centrality 70 275 126 0.41 -Del.iio.us Tag-Co-ourrene Divisive 346 3314 716 0.79 0.142Betweenness Centrality 346 2447 4863 0.35 -Table 2: Statistis for Clusterings Produedwe have olored and labeled the graph to indiate dif-ferent lusters. As there is still a large amount of dataafter applying this �ltering, we selet a sub-graph to vi-sualize by speifying a root node and inluding all mem-bers of its luster and all tags within a given lusterdistane. Cluster distane is the number of edgesbetween a given tag and the losest member of the rootnode's luster.
Clustering ResultsBoth lustering algorithms were applied aross the twodatasets. Statistis for the lusterings produed are givenin table 2. The initial set of lusters is the number of dis-tint lusters in the graph before any edges have beenremoved by the lustering algorithm. The initial luster-ings onsist of one large luster surrounded by many smallperipheral lusters. The small lusters, are tags that havebeen seldom used and for whih data is sparse. The largeinitial luster overs all of the main topis and so is di-vided into smaller lusters by the lustering algorithm.
Labbies ResultsFigure 1 learly shows lusters around topis suh as�poliies�, �digital_library� and �semanti_web�. The tags�reative_rules�, �poliies� and �ea� (meaning �event, on-dition, ation�) all relate to the same spei� topi andare similar in meaning. It would therefore be helpful tousers browsing one tag to be aware that alternative tagsmay also identify interesting items. This lustering ouldbe used to identify these highly-similar tags.Popular nodes onneted to many lusters have alsobeen separated into their own lusters, suh as �mit�.These appear to be terms that are onneted with severaltightly-knit lusters, and are more general, higher-level orambiguous terms. These tags are also harder for humansto plae into spei� lusters: ambiguous terms need spe-ial treatment to determine whih meaning is intended;higher-level terms may only be useful at an early stage ofbrowsing for homing in on the lower-level topi lusters.Higher-level and ambiguous tags ould be identi�ed fromthese single-tag lusters when the tag has been used manytimes, as higher level tags are typially more popular thanmore spei� tags.Clusters produed using the betweenness-divisive method(�gure 2) appear similar at �rst, but there are signi�-ant di�erenes. Table 2 shows that far fewer lusterswere produed. Nodes suh as �dspae� and �simile� havenot been plaed separate lusters. Table 3 shows thatfewer tags were plaed into very small lusters or sepa-rated into one-tag lusters, and this algorithm has atu-

Fig. 1: Tag Co-ourrene Divisive Clustering on Lab-bies Dataset. root=�mit�; luster distane < 2; tag usethreshold=3; NCO threshold=0.06
ally produed a more evenly-sized lusters. Sine thereare still many tags in very large lusters, we might im-prove results if we modi�ed the algorithm to fous onsplitting these lusters to produe a better lustering.The highest modularity ahieved by removing edges usingthe urrent algorithm is lower than for tag o-ourrene-divisive lustering. However, the largest luster produedis smaller with betweenness-divisive lustering (126 tagsversus 191), so the lustering su�ers less from dominationby a single luster.It is not lear from the graphs and tables produedwhih set of lusters would be of most use to users navi-gating through labbies. To assess this would require fur-ther user studies with interfaes or tools that make useof the lusters.



Dataset ClusteringAlgorithm LargestClus-ter(no.tags) No.single-tonlus-ters No.TagsinClusterswheresize<=4 No.Clus-terswheresize<=4 No.Tags inClusterswheresize>4 andsize <= 40 No.Clusterswheresize>4and size<= 40 No.TagsinClus-terswheresize>40 No.Clus-terswheresize>40Labbies Tag o-ourreneDivisive 191 338 1007 596 657 74 426 3BetweennessCentrality 126 133 346 211 704 47 1041 16Del.iio.us Tag o-ourreneDivisive 716 2074 4593 3079 2185 244 1293 8BetweennessCentrality 4863 1678 3414 2386 369 60 4863 1Table 3: Cluster Sizes for Labbies and Deliious Datasets

Fig. 2: Betweenness Centrality Clustering on Labbiesdataset; root="dspae"; luster distane < 3; tag usethreshold=12; NCO threshold=0.06

Del.icio.us Results - Tag Co-occurrence Divisive
ClusteringApplying the tag-o-ourrene divisive algorithm to del.iio.usdata also produes reasonable lusters, but the handfulof very large lusters are larger in proportion with thedataset and so are now of a size that may be di�ult forusers to use diretly. These large lusters have not beensub-divided due to the high density of inter-onnetinglinks. This may be due to the sampling of deliious data,i.e. that we hose only a portion of users related to"dspae", and so have seleted an extremely dense graphonsisting of tags that are semantially quite lose (i.e.representing DSpae onepts). However, one may haveexpeted a number of smaller lusters to emerge as theamount of data and number of di�erent users is largerthan for Labbies.To visualize the lustering more easily, we altered thevisualization so it does not inlude all the nodes fromthe large luster, but only shows those nodes separatedfrom the root, �dspae� by no more than six edges (TagDistane < 7). This is shown in �gure 3. Inspetion ofthe lusters shows that tags suh as �Spain�, �university�and �relationships� are plaed in the same large luster.These onepts are not semantially lose to Dspae orto one another, ontrary to the suggestion that the largeluster may ontain semantially lose tags.In this graph, you an see the wider onnetion to re-lated lusters. Note the "fedora" tag and its entralitybetween lusters relating to ompletely di�erent topis.Also, note that now the visualization has been �ltered,some of the blue tags appear to form a small, tightlyknit luster arond �bookmarks�. This is suggests thatthere may atually be intuitive lusters within the large,amorphous blue luster that appear when weaker edgesand less ommon nodes are disarded. The algorithm didnot selet to remove edges from inside this luster, butif more were removed, the large blue luster ould havebeen split into more usable lusters. This suggests thatthe algorithm should be modi�ed to prefer removing moreedges from large lusters.



Fig. 3: Tag-o-ourrene Divisive Clustering, del.iio.usdataset; root="oai"; tag distane < 5; tag use thresh-old=120; NCO threshold=0.09Table 3 shows there is both a large number of smalllusters (less than 5 tags) and that many tags also fallinto lusters with a size greater than 40. Many of thesmaller lusters may have been produed by over-dividinglarger lusters, whih should our less often when usingthe betweenness entrality algorithm, but they may alsorelate to peripheral topis for whih little o-ourrenedata was available.Some tags in the larger lusters appear to be unrelatedto others in the same luster. This may also be due toinadequate information: there is no data to link them toother topis outside this luster. If a tag was only usedone or twie, it may have always been used in onjun-tion with a partiular tag in the large luster. The on-neting edge would then have a high NCO value, meaningthe rare tag might stay attahed to the large luster. Suho-ourrene data ould be onsidered noise data, as itdoes not represent a meaningful semanti relationship.To obtain better, smaller lusters for the tags in thelarge lusters, we ould remove noise by exluding therarely-used tags before performing lustering (tag pre-filtering). We an test this idea using the visualizationtehniques. In �gure 4 we have �ltered the luster byremoving less ommon tags, and set the minimum NCOvalue to 0.142, the same as the threshold determined bythe lustering algorithm to produe the highest modular-ity. Here we see that some small lusters appear, showingsome useful struture that was not extrated by the lus-tering algorithm.Sine �ltering tags with a low popularity appears toimprove the visualization, we applied pre-�ltering to thegraph before re-running the lustering algorithm. Theresulting lustering is shown in �gure 5, whih shows an

Fig. 4: Tag-o-ourrene Divisive Clustering onDel.iio.us dataset; single luster; tag use threshold=400;o-ourrene threshold=0.142improved set of lusters. Statistis are shown in table4. The resulting modularity is similar to when the graphwas not pre-�ltered, but we now have a lustering with noextremely large lusters and a larger proportion of moreuseful medium-sized lusters (4-40 tags). The lusteringprodued ontains more balaned sizes of lusters whenompared to the Labbies results, although the number oftags and resulting number of lusters is similar.We then inreased the tag pre-�ltering threshold to 250,approahing the level used in �gure 4, intending to im-prove the lustering by further splitting up the largestlusters, as we did in the visualization. However, thenumber of nodes remaining from the original 8012 is only290 (see table 4), whih means we have disarded mosttags and may no longer have useful lusters. Also, themodularity is only 0.231 and there is a high number oflusters relative to tags. This level of pre-�ltering may beuseful for dividing the large, dense lusters but produesa poor global lustering. It seems preferable to performthe lustering on a moderately �ltered dataset to removenoise, but not to ompletely disard data provided by theless ommonly used tags.The NCO threshold found by the algorithm was dif-ferent for Labbies, del.iio.us and pre-�ltered del.iio.usdatasets, so the similarity between tags in the same lus-ter may also vary between datasets. As a result the lus-ters produed in some datasets may be more general thanin others. One should be aware of this if mixing lustersfrom di�erent datasets (e.g. web and enterprise).A disadvantage of tag pre-�ltering is that many tagswere removed, even with a lower threshold (around 80%tags were removed), and lustering rare tags may be veryvaluable. If a user is using a rare tags, lustering wouldhelp �nd alternative tags so they an �nd new relevantitems. However, exluding the rare tags in this lusteringphase improves the lustering. It may be sensible to re-add the removed rare tags after the lustering is omplete,by assigning them to the most similar luster, so theydo not disrupt the divisive lustering phase and are notexluded from the �nal set of lusters.



Dataset Algorithm Tags inDataset Initial no.Clusters Final no.Clusters Modularity NCOThresholdPre-�ltered Del.iio.us Tag-Co-ourreneDivisive 1594 47 607 0.70 0.264(tag use > 25) BetweennessCentrality 1594 47 375 0.18 -Pre-�ltered Del.iio.us Tag-Co-ourreneDivisive 290 4 120 0.23 0.154(tag use > 250) BetweennessCentrality 290 4 4 0 -Dataset ClusteringAlgorithm LargestClus-ter(no.tags) No.single-tonlus-ters No.TagsinClusterswheresize<=4 No.Clus-terswheresize<=4 No.Tags inClusterswheresize>4 andsize <= 40 No.Clusterswheresize>4and size<= 40 No.TagsinClusterswheresize>40 No.Clusterswheresize>40Pre-�lteredDel.iio.us Tag Co-ourreneDivisive 87 350 819 532 631 73 143 2(tag use> 25) BetweennessCentrality 1115 269 503 365 52 9 1115 1Table 4: Statistis for pre-�ltered lusterings

Fig. 5: Tag Co-ourrene Divisive Clustering onDel.iio.us dataset; pre-�ltered to remove tags with usage< 25; root=�oai�; tag distane < 4; tag use threshold=25;NCO threshold=0.12

Del.icio.us Results - Betweenness Centrality Clus-
teringAs with tag o-ourrene lustering, betweenness en-trality lustering also produed one large luster whenthe dataset was not pre-�ltered, although this time theluster ontained over half of the nodes so was not a use-ful partitioning of the data. We then applied tag pre-�ltering, but a large dominant luster remained. The al-gorithm was unable to obtain a modularity sore ompa-rable with the tag o-ourrene divisive algorithm, sug-gesting that seleting edges to remove using betweennesswas not e�etive with this dataset. Despite this, manyuseful lusters were identi�ed orretly, some of whihare shown in �gure 6. The tags entered around newsare part of the large, dominant luster but appear as aseparate luster when the tag is �ltered by tag distane.Our experiments show it was more di�ult to produesmall lusters from del.iio.us data, as the ommon in-terest between a wide range of di�erent users produed avery dense tag graph. Eah tag was related to a greaternumber of di�erent topis due to the range of voabularyand user interests.
Future WorkThe main problem with all the lustering tehniques shownhere was the appearane of disproportionately large lus-ters. This would be problemati with the del.iio.us datasetbeause the large number of tags meant that the largestlusters ontained several hundred tags and ould be dif-�ult to use for navigation. We ould improve the al-gorithm by removing edges only from over-sized lustersrather than from the whole graph, or by using the bi-seting spetral algorithm used by [3℄, that reursivelyremoves edges from spei� lusters until the modularitypeaks.



Fig. 6: Betweenness Centrality Clustering on Del.iio.usdataset, pre-�ltered to remove tags with usage < 25;root=�biking�; tag distane < 5; tag use threshold=25;NCO threshold=0.075The modularity alulation was limited as a measureof the quality of the lustering, as it did not take intoaount the relative sizes of the lusters and preferrednot breaking up the large, dense lusters of tags, suhas that whih formed around the �dspae� topi in thedel.iio.us dataset.The del.iio.us dataset ould be inreased in size bytaking more data from del.iio.us, whih may improve thelustering of tags whih were seldom used in this datasetand may have been poorly lustered. We ould also im-prove the available dataset by using o-ourrene of tagterms in doument ontents. This would partiularly helpwhere tags suh as �2do� have been assoiated stronglywith a topi-spei� tag. �2do� is unlikely to our in thedoument ontents, so its relationship would be markedas weak despite a high tag o-ourrene. Dealing withambiguous tags - another likely soure of onfusion - alsorequires further work.An extension of this work would also look at hierarhiesof lusterings. The large number of lusters produedfor eah dataset here ould be grouped into super lus-ters more useful for high-level browsing, and large lus-ters ould be further sub-divided. Rather than settlingon the best lustering by hoosing that with the highestmodularity, a number of lusterings would be hosen andpresented in a hierarhial format. An alternative to pro-duing super-lusters would be to extrat the tags that

represent high-level onepts and are strongly assoiatedwith a number of lusters relating to more spei� topis.
ConclusionIn this paper we showed that the tag-o-ourrene divi-sive algorithm e�etively lustered tags used by a smallgroup of enterprise users (the Labbies dataset). We alsoprodued a useful lustering of tags from Internet userswith a ommon interest, �dspae�, and showed the ef-fets of removing unpopular tags before lustering. Wetested the betweenness-divisive algorithm, whih was alsovery e�etive for Labbies, but performed poorly on thedensely inter-related tags in the del.iio.us dataset, andwas not improved by pre-�ltering unpopular tags. Alongwith a high ost of alulation, this means it is more suit-able for lustering tags in a smaller, less dense folkson-omy. We unovered di�erenes between the web-basedand enterprise-based datasets, whih make luster stru-ture more di�ult to identify on the web and suggestedsome ideas to improve this situation in future work.
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